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about the brand

Established in 2018, koda is a maker of quality essential gear for musicians 
all around the world. Driven by a desire to bring affordability, functionality and 
value to those who live and breathe music, koda continues to innovate and meet 
the needs of today’s music makers through a wide selection of well-designed 
and lasting products. 

Since its inception, koda has been used by beginners, enthusiasts and 
professionals, in studios and on stages, for practice and performance. 
The brand’s extensive lineup includes guitar bags and pedalboards, and is 
expected to grow alongside music trends and demand.

Explore the full collection and keep a lookout for more new products 
coming soon!
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essential pedalboard cases

koda essential 
Pedalboard Soft Case TWO 

w/ Free Pedalboard 
KDA-02203

koda essential 
Pedalboard Soft Case ONE 

w/ Free Pedalboard 
KDA-02202

pedalboards up to 38 cm long. It has a coated polyester exterior,
 a zip opening and heavy duty stitching. Adjustable straps allow this 

case to be seamlessly attached to other gig bags.

An aluminium pedalboard is provided with this case. The board 
has ample clearance underneath for mounting a power supply, and 
comes with rubber feet for added stability. Hook-and-loop tape and 

zip ties are included to secure the pedals and tidy up 
stray cables respectively.

What’s Included
1 x koda essential Pedalboard Soft Case ONE

1 x pedalboard
2 x 91 cm hook-and-loop fasteners

20 x zip ties

Dimensions
Soft Case ONE: 39 x 19 x 9 cm

Pedalboard: 35 x 14 x 3 cm

Weight 
Soft Case ONE: 0.3 kg 

Pedalboard: 0.3 kg

pedalboards up to 48 cm long. It has a coated polyester exterior, 
a zip opening and heavy duty stitching. Adjustable straps allow this 

case to be seamlessly attached to other gig bags.

An aluminium pedalboard is provided with this case. The board 
has ample clearance underneath for mounting a power supply, and 
comes with rubber feet for added stability. Hook-and-loop tape and 

zip ties are included to secure the pedals and tidy up 
stray cables respectively.

What’s Included
1 x koda essential Pedalboard Soft Case TWO

1 x pedalboard
2 x 91 cm hook-and-loop fasteners

20 x zip ties

Dimensions
Soft Case TWO: 50 x 15 x 11 cm

Pedalboard: 45 x 12 x 3 cm

Weight 
 Soft Case TWO: 0.3 kg

Pedalboard: 0.5 kg

UPC
8885015404904

UPC
8885015404911
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essential pedalboard cases

koda essential 
Pedalboard Soft Case FOUR 

w/ Free Pedalboard
KDA-02210

koda essential 
Pedalboard Soft Case THREE 

w/ Free Pedalboard
KDA-02209

pedalboards up to 40 cm long. It has a coated polyester exterior, 
a zip opening and heavy duty stitching. An adjustable sling strap 

allows this case to be easily carried.

An aluminium pedalboard is provided with this case. The board 
has ample clearance underneath for mounting a power supply, and 
comes with rubber feet for added stability. Hook-and-loop tape and 

zip ties are included to secure the pedals and tidy up 
stray cables respectively.

What’s Included
1 x koda essential Pedalboard Soft Case THREE

1 x pedalboard
2 x 121 cm hook-and-loop fasteners

20 x zip ties

Dimensions
Soft Case THREE: 45 x 25 x 12 cm

Pedalboard: 40 x 20 x 4 cm

Weight 
Soft Case THREE: 0.6 kg

Pedalboard: 0.6 kg

pedalboards up to 50 cm long. It has a padded polyester body, a zip 
opening and heavy duty stitching. A zipped external compartment 

holds smaller accessories such as cables and picks, while an 
adjustable sling strap allows this case to be easily carried.

An aluminium pedalboard is provided with this case. The board 
has ample clearance underneath for mounting a power supply, and 
comes with rubber feet for added stability. Hook-and-loop tape and 

zip ties are included to secure the pedals and tidy up 
stray cables respectively.

What’s Included
1 x koda essential Pedalboard Soft Case FOUR

1 x pedalboard
2 x 152 cm hook-and-loop fasteners

40 x zip ties

Dimensions
Soft Case FOUR: 55 x 25 x 12 cm

Pedalboard: 50 x 20 x 4 cm 

Weight 
 Soft Case FOUR: 1.2 kg

Pedalboard: 0.7 kg
UPC

8885015404928 UPC
8885015404935
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essential pedalboard cases

koda essential 
Pedalboard Soft Case FIVE 

w/ Free Pedalboard
KDA-02211

It has a padded polyester body, a zip opening and heavy duty stitching. A hidden internal 
mesh compartment holds smaller accessories such as cables, straps and picks, while an 

adjustable sling strap allows this case to be easily carried.

An aluminium pedalboard is provided with this case. The board has ample clearance 
underneath for mounting a power supply, and comes with rubber feet for added stability. 

Hook-and-loop tape and zip ties are included to secure the pedals and tidy up 
stray cables respectively.

What’s Included
1 x koda essential Pedalboard Soft Case FIVE

1 x pedalboard
2 x 152 cm hook-and-loop fasteners

40 x zip ties

Dimensions
Soft Case FIVE: 65 x 25 x 12 cm

Pedalboard: 61 x 20 x 4 cm

Weight 
Soft Case Five: 1.4 kg

Pedalboard: 0.8 kg

UPC
8885015404942
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The Stick Bag ONE is a favourite with drummers of all skill levels. 
It features two internal pockets that accommodate up to four pairs 
of sticks (or three pairs and a mallet) in total. It’s compatible with 

most stick sizes, including Vic Firth’s Freestyle series (43 cm). This 
bag has a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior, and comes with 

a carrying handle.

Dimensions
46 x 10 x 3 cm

Weight 
0.1 kg

The Stick Bag TWO is designed for drummers with a larger 
collection of sticks. It features four internal pockets that 

accommodate up to eight pairs of sticks in total, along with a mesh 
pocket for drum keys. It’s compatible with mallets and most stick 

pocket stores smaller accessories.This bag has a water-resistant, 
100% polyester exterior. It comes with a carrying handle 

and adjustable straps.

Dimensions
46 x 20 x 5 cm

Weight 
0.3 kg

essential stick bags

koda essential 
Stick Bag

ONE
KDA-03300

koda essential 
Stick Bag

TWO
KDA-03301

UPC
8885015404980

UPC
8885015404997
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plus gig bags

The Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar Bag ONE features 10mm of 

removable neck cushion secures and protects the guitar neck, while 
extra base padding protects the strap pin. Adjustable shoulder 
straps and a comfortable handle enable easy carrying, even for 
extended trips. This bag has a water-resistant, 100% polyester 
exterior. A padded front pocket stores medium to large-sized 

tuners, picks and capos.

Dimensions
External: 109 x 44 x 17 cm
Internal: 107 x 43 x 15 cm

Weight
1.4 kg

most electric bass guitars and is made from a water-resistant, 100% 
polyester exterior with 10mm of padding for protection against 
impacts. A wider top accommodates most headstock sizes. This bag 
has a removable neck cushion that secures and protects the guitar 
neck at all times, and adjustable cushion pads for strap pin protection. 
Rubber feet absorb shocks from unexpected drops, while premium 

zippers ensure smooth and reliable guitar access at all times.

On the outside, this bag features adjustable shoulder straps 
and an ergonomic handle that balances the weight of the guitar 

for seamless one-handed carrying. A padded front storage 
compartment accommodates a 13” laptop, and a hidden mesh 

pocket holds small to medium-sized accessories.

Dimensions
External: 123 x 37 x 6 cm
Internal: 123 x 36 x 6 cm

Weight
1 kg

koda plus 
Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar 

Bag ONE
KDA-03302

koda plus 
Bass Guitar 

Bag ONE
KDA-03304

Our plus series includes upgraded 
features, added protection and 
more storage options.

UPC
8885015405024

UPC
8885015405000
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plus gig bags

Tele-style solid body electric guitars and features a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior 
with 10mm of padding for protection against impacts. This bag has a removable neck cushion 

that secures and protects the guitar neck, along with adjustable cushion pads for strap pin 
protection. Rubber feet absorb shocks from unexpected drops, while premium zippers ensure 

smooth and reliable guitar access at all times.

On the outside, this bag has adjustable shoulder straps for extended trips and an ergonomic 
handle that balances the weight of the guitar for seamless one-handed carrying. A padded 

medium-sized accessories.

Dimensions
External: 107 x 36 x 6 cm
Internal: 107 x 35 x 6 cm

Weight
0.9 kg

koda plus 
Electric Guitar

Bag ONE
KDA-03305

Our plus series includes upgraded 
features, added protection and 
more storage options.

UPC
8885015405031
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essential gig bags

The Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar Bag ONE features 5mm of 
padding and is compatible with most dreadnought guitars. 

An internal velcro strap keeps the guitar neck stationary at all times, 
while adjustable shoulder straps and a comfortable handle allow 
for easy carrying. This bag has a water-resistant, 100% polyester 

exterior. A padded front pocket stores medium to large-sized 
accessories, while an internal mesh pocket accommodates smaller 

items like tuners, picks and capos. 

Dimensions
External: 109 x 41 x 15 cm
Internal: 108 x 41 x 14 cm 

Weight 
1 kg

The Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar Bag TWO is compatible with 
most dreadnought guitars. An internal velcro strap keeps the guitar 

neck stationary at all times, while an ergonomic handle balances 
the weight of the guitar for seamless one-handed carrying. It also 
comes with adjustable backpack-style shoulder straps for longer 

trips. This bag features a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior. 
It has a front zip pocket that stores small to medium-sized 
accessories such as tuners, picks, capos and magazines. 

Dimensions
External: 107 x 44 x 10 cm

Weight
0.5 kg

koda essential 
Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar 

Bag ONE
KDA-03303

koda essential 
Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar 

Bag TWO
KDA-03306

UPC
8885015405017

UPC
8885015405048
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The Electric Guitar Bag ONE is compatible with most Strat and 
Tele-style solid body electric guitars. An internal velcro strap keeps 

the guitar neck stationary, while an ergonomic handle balances 
the weight of the guitar for seamless one-handed carrying. It also 

comes with adjustable backpack-style shoulder straps. This bag has 
a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior. It has a front zip pocket 
that stores small to medium-sized accessories such as tuners, picks, 

capos and magazines.

Dimensions
External: 104 x 38 x 4 cm

Weight 
0.4 kg

The Bass Guitar Bag ONE is compatible with most bass guitars. 
It comes with a wider top to accommodate larger headstocks. 

An internal velcro strap keeps the guitar neck stationary at all times. 
On the outside, a handle balances the weight of the guitar for 

seamless one-handed carrying. There’s also adjustable 
backpack-style shoulder straps for extended trips. This bag has 

a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior. A front zip pocket stores 
small to medium-sized accessories such as tuners, picks, 

capos and magazines. 

Dimensions
External: 119 x 34 x 4 cm

Weight 
0.5 kg

essential gig bags

koda essential 
Electric Guitar

Bag ONE
KDA-03307

koda essential 
Bass Guitar

Bag ONE
KDA-03308

UPC
8885015405055 UPC

8885015405062
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plus keyboard bags
Our plus series includes upgraded 
features, added protection and 
more storage options.

koda plus 
61-Key Keyboard 

Bag ONE
KDA-03310

koda plus
49-Key Keyboard

Bag ONE 
KDA-03309

The 49-Key Keyboard Bag ONE is compatible with most small-sized 
electronic keyboards and MIDI controllers. It comes with 20mm thick 

padding, foam cushion bumpers, padded velcro straps and rubber 
feet for protection. Heavy duty stitching and double-pull zippers 
(main compartment) provide added durability, while adjustable 

shoulder straps and a comfortable handle allow for easy carrying. 
This bag has a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior. An external 

Dimensions
External: 94 x 38 x 14 cm
Internal: 90 x 36 x 10 cm 

Weight 
3 kg

The 61-Key Keyboard Bag ONE is compatible with most mid-sized 
electronic keyboards and MIDI controllers. It comes with 20mm thick 

padding, foam cushion bumpers, padded velcro straps and rubber 
feet for protection. Heavy duty stitching and double-pull zippers 
(main compartment) provide added durability, while adjustable 

shoulder straps and a comfortable handle allow for easy carrying. 
This bag has a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior. An external 

Dimensions
External: 108 x 49 x 18 cm
Internal: 104 x 47 x 16 cm

Weight 
 4.5 kg

UPC
8885015405079

UPC
8885015405086
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plus keyboard bags
Our plus series includes upgraded 
features, added protection and 
more storage options.

koda plus 
88-Key Keyboard 

Bag ONE
KDA-03311

The 88-Key Keyboard Bag ONE is compatible with most large-sized electronic keyboards and 
MIDI controllers. It comes with 20mm thick padding, foam cushion bumpers, padded velcro 
straps and rubber feet for protection. Heavy duty stitching and double-pull zippers (main 

compartment) provide added durability, while trolley wheels and a carrying handle allow for 
seamless transportation anywhere. This bag has a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior. 

Dimensions
External: 147 x 47 x 19 cm
Internal: 143 x 43 x 15 cm

Weight 
8 kg

UPC
8885015405093
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plus cymbal bag
Our plus series includes upgraded 
features, added protection and 
more storage options.

koda plus
22-inch Cymbal

Bag ONE 
KDA-03313

cushioning. Removing the bumper lets the bag accommodate 24” cymbals. 10mm thick 

the main compartment to be accessed easily. The front pocket stores accessories and has an 
internal elastic mesh slot for smaller items.

This bag has a water-resistant, 100% polyester exterior. It features adjustable backpack-style 
shoulder straps that can be kept in a hidden pocket. A sternum strap stabilises the bag and 
provides even weight distribution. The carrying handle has a hook-and-loop closure and is 

rivet-reinforced for extra durability.

Dimensions
External: 61 x 61 x 10 cm
Internal: 59 x 59 x 8 cm

Weight 
2.6 kg

UPC
8885015405116
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plus ukulele bag
Our plus series includes upgraded 
features, added protection and 
more storage options.

koda plus 
Soprano Ukulele 

Bag ONE
KDA-03314

The Soprano Ukulele Bag ONE is compatible with soprano-sized ukuleles and has 10mm thick 
padding for shock absorption. Plush lining protects the ukulele against scuffs and scratches, 

while double-pull zippers provide quick access. This bag has a water-resistant, 
100% polyester exterior, and features adjustable shoulder straps along with a handle 
for easy carrying. A gusseted front pocket accommodates small accessories such as 

picks, keys and more.

Dimensions
External: 60 x 22 x 10 cm
Internal: 57 x 20 x 8 cm 

Weight 
 0.5 kg

UPC
8885015405123
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essential keyboard cover

koda essential 
Keyboard 
Cover ONE
KDA-04215

The Keyboard Cover ONE is compatible with 49 to 88-key keyboards. It’s made from 
stretchable polyester fabric and and offers basic protection against dust, dirt and scratches. 
The keyboard is secured via an adjustable elastic cord and fastener. This cover is machine 

together with our keyboard bags (sold separately).

Dimensions
109 x 44 x 16 cm

Weight 
0.2 kg

UPC
8885015405161
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essential guitar strap

koda essential Guitar Strap ONE

KDA-06500

The Guitar Strap ONE is comfortable and suitable for all guitars. It’s made from high quality 
polyester with PU strap ends, and easily adjustable from 83 to 142 cm. This strap is an 

essential for all gigging musicians. 

Dimensions
Dimensions (Minimum): 5 x 83 cm

Dimensions (Minimum): 5 x 142 cm

Weight 
0.2 kg

UPC
8885015405246
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essential cables

The Instrument Cable is designed to bring 
out the natural tones of an instrument 

with as little interference as possible. This 
cable is shielded for low-noise operation 

and made from durable materials.

The Instrument Cable is designed to bring 
out the natural tones of an instrument 

with as little interference as possible. This 
cable is shielded for low-noise operation 

and made from durable materials.

The Instrument Cable is designed to bring 
out the natural tones of an instrument 

with as little interference as possible. This 
cable is shielded for low-noise operation 

and made from durable materials.

koda essential 
KIC10 Straight-Straight 

Instrument Cable, 
10ft, Black
KDA-01100

koda essential 
KIC15 Straight-Straight 

Instrument Cable, 
15ft, Black
KDA-01102

koda essential 
KIC20 Straight-Straight 

Instrument Cable, 
20ft, Black
KDA-01104

UPC
8885015404782

UPC
8885015404805

UPC
8885015404829
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essential cables

The Instrument Cable is designed to bring 
out the natural tones of an instrument 

with as little interference as possible. This 
cable is shielded for low-noise operation 

and made from durable materials.

The Instrument Cable is designed to bring 
out the natural tones of an instrument 

with as little interference as possible. This 
cable is shielded for low-noise operation 

and made from durable materials.

The Instrument Cable is designed to bring 
out the natural tones of an instrument 

with as little interference as possible. This 
cable is shielded for low-noise operation 

and made from durable materials.

koda essential 
KIC15RA Straight-Angled 

Instrument Cable,
15ft, Black
KDA-01103

koda essential 
KIC20RA Straight-Angled 

Instrument Cable, 
20ft, Black
KDA-01105

koda essential 
KIC10RA Straight-Angled 

Instrument Cable,
 10ft, Black
KDA-01101

UPC
8885015404799

UPC
8885015404812

UPC
8885015404836
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 essential microphone cables

The Microphone Cable is designed for 
reliable use and provides optimum signal 

transfer. This cable is shielded for 
low-noise operation and made from 

durable materials.

The Microphone Cable is designed for 
reliable use and provides optimum signal 

transfer. This cable is shielded for 
low-noise operation and made from 

durable materials.

koda essential 
KMC10 Microphone Cable

10ft, Black
KDA-01106

koda essential 
KMC20 Microphone Cable

20ft, Black
KDA-01107

koda essential
KMC25 Microphone Cable

25ft, Black
KDA-01108

The Microphone Cable is designed for 
reliable use and provides optimum signal 

transfer. This cable is shielded for 
low-noise operation and made from 

durable materials.

UPC
8885015404843

UPC
8885015404850

UPC
8885015404867
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essential guitar hanger

koda essential 
Slat Wall Guitar 

Hanger ONE
KDA-05400

The Slat Wall Guitar Hanger ONE mounts onto slat walls and is suitable for any type of guitar. 
It features adjustable prongs that support a wide range of guitar neck widths.

Dimensions
10 x 8.5 x 7 cm

Weight 
0.2kg

UPC
8885015405178



essential guitar stands

The Electric Guitar Stand ONE offers a 
simple yet effective way to store and 
display electric guitars. This stand is 

height-adjustable and easily assembled.

Dimensions
50 x 58 cm (minimum)
50 x 60 cm (maximum)

Weight 
0.8 kg

The Multi-3 Electric/Bass Guitar Rack 
Stand ONE is portable, versatile and 

offers storage and quick access for up 
to three electric/bass guitars. Neck slots 
provide extra support, and rubber feet 

ensure that this rack stand remains stable.

Dimensions
70 x 64 x 13 cm

Weight 
4.5 kg

koda essential 
Electric Guitar

Stand ONE
KDA-05403

koda essential 
Multi-3 Electric/Bass 

Guitar Rack Stand ONE
KDA-05405

koda essential
Acoustic/Electric Guitar 

A-Frame Stand ONE
KDA-05406

The Acoustic/Electric Guitar A-Frame 
Stand ONE holds acoustic and solidbody 
electric guitars securely. Its compact and 

foldable design is ideal for gigs and 
home usage. 

Dimensions
30 x 33 x 34 cm

Weight 
0.7 kg

UPC
8885015405208 UPC

8885015405222

UPC
8885015405239



plus guitar stand

koda plus 
Acoustic/Electric Guitar A-Frame 

Stand ONE
KDA-05401

The Acoustic/Electric Guitar A-Frame Stand ONE is compact, easy-to-use and suitable for 
acoustic and solidbody electric guitars. It features a sturdy design that is perfect for studios, 

stages and home setups.

Dimensions
28 x 40 x 31 cm

Weight 
1 kg

UPC
8885015405185
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essential music stand

koda essential
Music Stand w/ Carrying 

Bag ONE
KDA-05402

The Music Stand ONE is a sturdy, lightweight accessory for sheet music and other instructional 
materials. It features fold-out arms for supporting multiple pages and a tripod folding base 

for added stability. 

This stand is height and angle-adjustable, and comes with a carrying bag for easy storage 
and transportation.

Dimensions
50 x 28 x 53 cm (minimum)

50 x 28 x 140 cm (maximum)

Weight 
0.8 kg

UPC
8885015405192
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essential keyboard stand

koda essential
Double-X Keyboard 

Stand ONE
KDA-05404

The Double-X Keyboard Stand ONE supports most keyboards and is double-braced for added 
stability. Perfect for practice or performance, this stand is adjustable for seated and 

standing playing positions. 

Dimensions
35 x 28 x 25 cm (minimum)
35 x 25 x 28 cm (maximum)

Weight 
2.7 kg

UPC
8885015405215
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koda essential Hygrometer

Specifications

KDA-07113

koda essential
Hygrometer ONE

Compact, accurate and effective, the koda essential Hygrometer 
ONE is perfect for monitoring humidity level and temperature 

in small and enclosed spaces. Its small size and options for desktop 
or wall-hanging display let you place it anywhere, while its 1.5m 
radius probe means you can be confident of its reading across 

your space. 

KDA-07112

koda plus
Hygrometer ONE

Excellently versatile, the koda plus Hygrometer features a large 
display to clearly show the temperature, humidity and clock 

functions simultaneously and even offers an additional calendar 
function. 

Temperature Measurement Range: -50ºC - 70ºC
Humidity range: 20% - 99% RH

Humidity accuracy: -5%/+5%
Humidity resolution: 1% RH

Power source: 2 x LR44 (1.5V) battery *Batteries not included 

Specifications
Temperature measurement range: -10ºC ~ +50ºC (-14ºF ~+122ºF)

Temperature accuracy: ±1°C (1.8°F)
Temperature resolution: 0.1°C (0.2°F)

Humidity range: 10%~99% RH
Humidity accuracy: ± 5% RH
Humidity resolution: 1% RH

Power source: 1 x AAA (1.5V) battery *Battery not included  

UPC
8885015405536

UPC
8885015405529
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